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NELFT in Kent and Medway
Find out how NELFT is improving healthcare in your area.

Spring 2018

At the beginning of the year I spoke of the incredible achievements of NELFT. On a
Trust-wide level we have remained on strong footing achieving an overall Trust rating
of ‘Good’ from the Care Quality Commission.
Our annual staff survey results have shown a significant increase in the response rate,
signalling improvements in our staff engagement. The data in the staff survey is also
showing us that staff have recognised improvements we have made to support them
at work. We have also received positive recognition for our mental health patient engagement in research and
have been selected as one of only six organisations to take part in a national pilot.
The NHS is turning 70 on July 5 2018, and we are looking forward to the numerous celebrations that will be
taking place over the first couple of weeks in July. The NHS radically transformed healthcare in the UK 70 years
ago, and has been admired worldwide for its innovation. We have lots of celebrations planned for staff and
patients so keep a close eye on the NELFT News pages to stay informed.
Kind regards,
Joe Fielder
NELFT Chair

Kent and Medway in Progress
With the post consultation and interview process complete we are now at a crucial stage of implementation of the
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new service model. We recognise that this has been a lengthy and difficult period for staff
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and we would like to thank them for their continued engagement and commitment. As with
any consultation, there is always movement and there are a small number of staff that have
not secured their desired role.
In order to maintain the safety of children and young people using the service, we now
need to transition the appointees into their new roles in a staged manner. Please bear in
mind that it may feel frustrating if you are trying to secure new appointees to attend
meetings in the initial stages following consultation.
All senior appointments including operational managers, clinical leads, and senior psychological practitioners
have been made. There are a limited number of senior unfilled posts that are currently out to advert.
As a result of feedback received during the consultation a new team was created; the Neurodevelopmental and
Learning Disability Service (NLDS). This team incorporates the previous Kent and Medway wide LD team, but is
now enhanced by senior staff to address ADHD and ASD diagnosis and treatment which historically had
challenges around waiting times.
We are in the final stages of planning a targeted recruitment campaign to address any unfilled posts following the
consultation process and implementation of the new model. Whilst this campaign is underway we will attempt to
fill with temporary staff where appropriate.

Engagement
We recently attended the Kent and Medway Partnership Trust ‘Better Together’ Event in March where Clinical
Psychologist, Ben Smith and Assistant Psychologist, Nicola Vince were able to present our service to a range of
stakeholders. The event was a fantastic opportunity for us to engage and network with stakeholders and
colleagues from a variety of providers across Kent and Medway. We were inspired to be among so many
innovative and determined colleagues who are passionate about transforming health and social care in Kent and
Medway. All presentations and questions and answers from this day can be viewed at https://www.kmpt.nhs.uk/
Gill Burns, service Deputy Director and I attended a ‘Trailblazer’ event as part of the Green Paper 2017
proposals. The purpose of the event was to initiate collaborative working with commissioning colleagues and
other community and voluntary organisations in order to scope out the potential of Kent becoming a Trailblazer
site. The aim is to provide schools with further support and engagement from our services.
We are currently in the process of formalising our link to the Youth Justice Boards
in Kent and Medway. We are also currently agreeing joint planning sessions with
our Early Help colleagues in Kent County Council. We also have various
meetings with schools across Kent and Medway in the coming months to engage
Head teachers with the new service model. We are very keen to support the
upskilling of schools as we need to build capacity in the community, with the
intention of creating a joint work programme overseen by the Local Transformation Board.
A meeting is planned in the diary for the 25 April 2018 at the House of Commons to meet with Kent and Medway
MPs where we will be updating them on progress across Kent and Medway to date.
NELFT will continue to reach out and establish links with as many of our Kent and Medway stakeholders
including multiagency groups, Health Providers, Schools, GPs and other Community Services.
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Service Leaflets
Click below for our service leaflets; we are in the process of seeking feedback from young people and will review
in due course.
CYPMHS - 0300 123 4496
Eating Disorder Leaflet - 0300 300 1980
Young Persons Wellbeing Service Leaflet - 0300 300 1981

Referral information
Please see the below links for referral forms for Kent and Medway services:
CYPMHS referral form - Kent
Young Persons Wellbeing Service referral form - Medway

MindFresh
The MindFresh website is now live and local Kent and Medway data will be added
in the coming weeks https://mindfresh.nelft.nhs.uk/ Due to unforeseen licensing
issues, our award winning MindFresh app (previously known as MyMind) is not
fully up and running across Kent and Medway, but will be available soon. We are
currently piloting the app in another location and will be rolling out across Kent
and Medway shortly. We will provide a further update in our next briefing.

Kent update:
SPA
On 1 February NELFT and Kent Community Hospital Foundation Trust (KCHFT) announced the go live of the
SPA single email account for all electronic referrals and general enquiries/correspondence for both NELFT and
KCHFT:
nem-tr.kentchildrenandyoungpeoplehealthservices@nhs.net
An email to this address will generate an automated reply acknowledging receipt of the referral or
enquiry/correspondence.
Any referral to the SPA for CYMPHS or KCHFT School Public Health will be discussed internally between clinical
colleagues and transferred between CYPMHS and School Public Health as appropriate.
We have received positive feedback from Dartford GPs who advised us that they noted positive changes since
inception of the SPA.
NELFT are always eager to receive feedback of any kind; especially as our new service model embeds across
https://mailchi.mp/9ca2bb1b3015/nelft-nhs-foundation-trust-stakeholder-update-for-kent-and-medway
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Kent and Medway over the coming months. There is a link at the bottom of the briefing for any feedback you
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wish to share.

Estates (Kent):
The Refurbishment of The Courtyard at Pudding Lane, Maidstone is on track for completion at the end of April
and we thank staff for continuing to deliver a stellar service despite the upheaval that accompanies any building
work of this kind.
We have also been liaising with KMPT to secure more clinical rooms in the current base at Highlands House,
Tunbridge Wells, in order to facilitate seeing our patients.
ASD/ADHD services in East Kent
In September 2017, when NELFT became the new provider of Children and Young People’s Mental Health
Services in Kent, a high number of children were on waiting lists for assessment and diagnosis for ADHD and
ASD.
In East Kent, NELFT inherited a complex model whereby East Kent University Hospital Foundation Trust
(EKHUFT) provided services for ASD children aged 0-8. For children aged 8-11, assessment and diagnosis was
with a private provider. Children aged 12 and above awaiting assessment and diagnosis or in receipt of treatment
for either of the two conditions transferred to NELFT on the 1 September 2017.
As part of NELFT’s clinical model, consultation and outcome document and in order to address the ADHD/ASD
historic waiting list and complex offer of assessment and diagnosis, NELFT have implemented a new
Neurodevelopmental and Learning disability Service to ensure a dedicated team of clinically competent
practitioners working on both inherited waits and more recently referred children. In West Kent, this will be for
children aged 11 and over and in East Kent, NELFT are responsible for children 0-18. We are continuing to work
in partnership with EKHUFT, who over the next year will continue to provide services for children aged 0-8 in
need of an ASD assessment.
A staged transfer of these children and young people was managed to ensure patient safety. To keep families
informed prior to transfer a letter was sent regarding next steps and medication reviews.

New care models:
NELFT will require ongoing support from a range of partners and stakeholders to implement many of the wider
improvements required e.g. S136/place of safety, crisis/unplanned care and Tier 4/inpatient and community
capacity building. NELFT and Commissioners will continue to be transparent and accountable to the Health and
Wellbeing Board and other governance channels throughout this process. On a local level, we are in dialogue
with the South London and Maudsley NHS FT (SLAM) and our lead commissioners on how our teams can work
together to improve available places of safety for children and young people.
Transition CQUIN
Since September 2017, we have been working in collaboration with KMPT in relation to an improved transition
pathway including evidencing outcomes against the national transition CQUIN. The purpose of the CQUIN is to
enhance the transition of young people between children’s and adult services. Since commencement of joint
working, KMPT and NELFT have worked closely to establish links within both services to ensure the young
person transfers safely. We are currently in the process of completing our case audit which will review each
young person’s journey during the last quarter, and this will include a review of any transition surveys shared with
young people during this process. The results of our questionnaire will influence changes to the current system
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and service experience for the transitioning young person. The next stakeholder briefing will provide some
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examples of feedback and action taken.
Early Help
The Early Help pathway has now been established as part of every locality team. This will ensure that liaison and
collaborative working with Early Help units is consistent across all localities. In addition to this, it will ensure clear
representation of CYPMHS lead practitioners at local Early Help units and Pupil Referral units. The Early Help
pathway offers a timely, flexible and effective service thus reducing multiple assessments. It also ensures that
children with complex needs can access necessary clinical interventions from other clinical pathways from within
the locality team. Visibility in EHU and PRU is a key ingredient to effective joint and multi-agency working. This
will ensure intervention at the earliest stage at the right level and in partnership with Early Help and Social Care
colleagues, ensuring a family based approach.

Medway update
NELFT are currently in the process of formally constituting the new Medway specific clinical team. As you are
aware, historically, the service in Medway has been operating as a joint team with Swale. Detailed work is
ongoing in relation to disaggregating patient data for the two geographical areas and working over the next
month to embed the new team.
NELFT had a formal contract meeting with Open Road and believe we are making good progress in
implementing the requirements of the service specification in relation to providing services for children and young
people in Medway who have a substance misuse problem.
Gill Burns attended a meeting at Medway NHS Foundation Trust and met with senior staff from children’s
services including paediatricians. This meeting and subsequent discussion was warmly received with a
commitment from NELFT to attend quarterly meetings.
On Friday 16 March Brid Johnson attended and presented at the Medway Safeguarding Board, we continue to
listen to feedback from all partners and are working hard to address any gaps identified at these forums.
NELFT will be involved in the Child Health Conference for schools being planned for early July and look forward
to linking in with as many stakeholders as we can at this event. NELFT are committed to reaching out to as many
of our Medway stakeholders as possible and will endeavour to attend dates received where viable. NELFT plans
to use these opportunities to initiate a change in focus and emphasis to early intervention in order to support a
more holistic offer for emotional wellbeing.
NELFT is already working with a group of local providers of emotional support in Medway. The purpose of this
network is to ensure organisations are working effectively together; that we are all making the best use of
available resource; and to enable NELFT to refer children and young people to the right support at Single Point
of Access. If you would like to be involved, please contact ann.mcnicholl@medway.gov.uk

Estates Medway:
NELFT are in the process of consolidating estates across Medway including vacating the New Horizons
Academy site in the coming months and basing a fully integrated Medway team at the Courtyard Gillingham
Business Park with the aspiration of creating an agile and co-located workforce.
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Across Kent and Medway, NELFT will be focusing on the following key priorities over the coming months:
Embedding new teams and a robust clinical model across Kent and Medway
Establishing the newly appointed leadership team
Primary focus on quality, clinical safety, data integrity and performance including management of waitlists
Increased focus on evidence based and goal focused interventions, including robust implementation of
Routine Outcome Measurement tools across all teams and clinical staff
Continuing to upskill and support staff on the use of the EPR RiO
Embedding the risk matrix/risk management framework across all clinical staff
Early intervention and prevention – including more effective partnerships with schools, early help and
other frontline services
Integrated service model with the Single Point of Access (SPA) – although a SPA is in place, NELFT is
looking to collaborate with other services to enhance its directory of services for use by the triage staff
Service user participation – NELFT has begun to engage with children, young people and their
families/carers in the design and delivery of services. This is still in its early stages, however NELFT is
seeking to further formalise this process

Board Meetings
Meetings of the Board of Directors are held on the fourth Tuesday of the month from 10am.

Meetings are held at Trust Head Office, CEME Centre – West Wing, Marsh Way, Rainham, Essex RM13
8GQ. Board papers will be available one week prior to the meeting date and can be downloaded here,
along with previous papers: board papers

View this email in your browser here
Read more of our news stories at: www.nelft.nhs.uk/news-events
See forthcoming events at: www.nelft.nhs.uk/events

Our executive management team
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We would welcome your feedback. If you have any comments or suggestions on this briefing or
its content, or would like to be added to the distribution list, please contact our communications
and marketing team on 0300 555 1299 or email communications@nelft.nhs.uk
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